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McFadden (DZM) sufficient conditions for consistency with stochastic utility maximization.
Borsch-Supan (1990) provides a relaxed set of conditions to test for consistency. While these
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Supan's Theorem 2, providing simple necessary conditions on first, second, and third derivatives
of choice probabilities and a graph of the bounds they place on dissimilarity parameters.
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1. Introduction
The Nested Multinomial Logit (NMNL)model is used extensively in modeling
consimier choices among discrete alternatives when the number of alternatives is large.
Prominent examples can be found in empirical studies of transportation mode and travel demand
[e.g., Domencich and McFadden (1975), Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985), and Train (1986)],
housing choice [e.g., Borsch-Supan (1986,1987)], and recreational site selection [e.g., Hausman,
Leonard, and McFadden (1992) and Morey, Rowe, and Watson (1993)]. The popularity of
NMNL stems largely from its compromise position between the traditional Multinomial Logit
(MNL) and Multinomial Probit (MNP) specifications. On the one hand, both MNL and NMNL
models yield closed-form choice probabilities, greatly simplifying the estimation process by
avoiding the numerical orMonte Carlo integration techniques required for MNP.^ On the other
hand, MNL severely restricts the correlation patterns among choice alternatives, imposing the
well-known assumption ofthe independence ofirrelevant alternatives (IIA).^ Nested logit
relaxes this assumption, organizing like alternatives into groups and allowing different
correlation patterns between groups than within groups. While NMNL imposes more structure
than its probit counterpart, considerable flexibility is gained over MNL.
Another feature of the nested logit specification that is often cited in the literature is that,
under certain conditions, NMNL is consistent with stochastic utility maximization [McFadden
(1981)]. The sufficient conditions for consistency (i.e., the Daly-Zachary-McFadden (DZM)
conditions in Borsch-Supan (1990)) require the nested logit's dissimilarity coefficients to lie
within the unit interval. This condition, in turn, ensures that the density function will be non-
*Traditionally, MNP has been viewed as practical only for choice problems involving fewer than five
alternatives [Maddala (1983)]. Recent developments ineconometric methods [e.g., McFadden (1989) and
BOrsch-Supan andHajivassiliou (1993)] suggest, however, thatMNP maynowbe feasible forproblems
involving more altematives.
^See McFadden, Tye, and Train (1977) and McFadden (1981)
negative. Unfortunately, applied researchersoften find that estimatedNMNLmodels fail to meet
the DZM conditions [Jones and Stokes (1987), Hausman, Leonard, and McFadden (1992), and
Train, Ben-Akiva, and Atherton (1989)]. Borsch-Supan (1990) has recently suggested that these
failures are due, inpart, to the DZM conditions being too stringent. Heargues that, justas
flexible functional forms used indemand analysis are viewed as approximations to thetrue
underlying demandsystem, so too should the nested logitspecification be viewedas an
approximation. Asa result, stochastic utility maximization should notbeexpected to hold
globally, but only within the region of"...data points that are sensible for a specific application
ofthechoice model..." [Borsch-Supan (1990, p. 377)] Borsch-Supan develops a relaxed setof
conditions to test for consistency.
The purpose of this short paper is two-fold. First, while the Borsch-Supan (BS)
conditions are increasingly being cited in the literatureas an alternative to the DZM conditions
[e.g., Cameron (1989), Hensher (1986), and Morey (1994)], they have yet tobeexplicitly tested.
This is in part due to the lack of explicit formulae for the conditionswhen numerous choice
alternatives exist. This paper corrects and extends Borsch-Supan's Theorem 2, providing simple
necessary conditions onthe first, second, and third derivatives ofchoice probabilities. Second,
we examine the extenttowhich theBSconditions are likely to relax theDZM conditions. We
find that, for applications with several alternative groups, the BS conditions do not expand the
acceptable range for thedissimilarity coefficients far beyond theunitinterval.
2. The nested multinomial logit model
Following the notation inBorsch-Supan (1990), let I denote the totalnumber of discrete
alternatives fi*om which theconsumer can choose and Tdenote the number ofconsumers. Inan
application to recreational demand, the alternatives might include various fishing and boating
siteswithin a region. Consumer / is assumed to receive utility u^, from the selection of alternative
z, with
(1)
where v,-, denotes the deterministic component of individual utility andg^ denotes the random
disturbance.^
The nested-logit model results when the disturbance vector e, is
assumed to be i.i.d. and drawn from a generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution [McFadden
(1978)]. The alternatives are organized into K groups of similar alternatives, with J(k) indexing
the first alternative within the group and I(k) denoting the number of alternatives within the
k^ group.'^ Within the recreational demand literature, for example, recreational fishing sites
might be grouped into shore, pier, and boating alternatives. Given the assigned groupings and the
GEV distributional assumption, the probabilitythat an individualwill select any specific
alternative i is then given by:^
~ ^ilsoAo) (2)
where g(/) denotes the group to which alternative / belongs,
%0) (3)
^Typically, the deterministic component is modeled as a function ofindividual and altemative
characteristics (Xj^) (i.e., v^, =f(X„; with/often restricted tobeing linear intheXj,'s). The random
component isassumed tocapture inter- and intra-personal variations intastes. See McFadden (1981) for
additional discussion of thestochastic utility maximization hypothesis.
As in Bersch-Supan (1990), we limit our attention totwo-level nested logit models. Although additional
nesting levels canbe employed, thevastmajority of applications in the literattire are two-level models.
The subscript t isdropped throughout the remainder ofthe paper in order tosimplify the notation.
denotes the conditional probability of selecting alternativei given group g(/) has been selected,
with
and
E(k)= (4)
n^J(k}
Qk^-r^— (5)
^E{kp
A=1
denotes the marginal probability that any alternativefromwithin group k is selected. The
parameter 0;^ is the so-called dissimilarity parameter for group k. The nested logit model reduces
to the multinomial logit model if 0^ -1V A: = 1,...,^.
3. Consistency conditions
McFadden (1981)establishes the conditions underwhich a set of choiceprobabilities
(i.e., Pi's) will be consistent withstochastic utility maximization. As noted inBorsch-Supan
(1990, p. 375), these conditions include:
/
C.l Pf(v)>0, = Pi(v)= P-(v+a) VaeR, (4)
where and
C.2 dPi(v)/dVj=dPj(v)/dVj . (5)
In addition.
C.3 Pi must havenonnegative even andnonpositive oddmixedpartialsderivatives with
respect to components of v other than
This last condition ensures that the implied probabilitydensity functionwill be nonnegative.
It is straightforward to verify that the NMNL model automatically satisfies the first two
compatibility conditions. However, in order for conditionC.3 to be satisfied globally (i.e.,
VV the dissimilarity coefficients are restrictedto lie within the unit interval [McFadden
(1979), Daly and Zachary (1979)]; i.e.,
O<0,. <1 V/. (6)
The primary contribution ofBorsch-Supan (1990) was to note that, while the DZM
condition is indeed required for global consistency, this condition is too restrictive if the nested
logit model is viewed as a local approximation. Instead, conditionC.3 should be applied only for
that subset of^ (i.e., A^R') in which relevant deterministic components, v, are likely to
lie/ The author's Theorem 1provides a formal proofofthis proposition for any set ofchoice
probabilities. Borsch-Supan's Theorem3 then establishesthat, for a two-level nested logit,
condition C.3 results in nonnegativity restrictions that are signed by polynomials in the Q^s.
WhileTheorems 1 and 3 provide the theoretical foundation for Borsch-Supan's
relation of theDZMcondition, it is theauthor's Theorem 2 thatprovides a practical translation
of this restriction to the two-level nested logit model. The theorem notes that condition C.3
requires
B^Orsch-Supan (1990, p. 375, eq. 6) incorrectly lists this condition as requiring P, to have nonnegative
mixed partial derivatives with respect tocomponents ofv. However, McFadden's (1981, p.211) condition
SS5.4 ensures thatP,with have nonnegative mixed partial derivatives with respect to (the cost of
altemative 0- Since dyf/dq, ^ 0, the mixed partial derivatives ofi'y with respect to v, must alternate in sign,
beginningwith a nonpositive sign.
Borsch-Supan (1990, &.4) defines this relevant region tobecomprised ofthe data points for allobserved
and projecteddeterministic utilitycomponents.
a>ri-ej/0,. k=i,....K. (7)
The heart of our contribution lies in correctingand extendingthe results ofTheorem2 and
examining the extent to which it is likely to expand the set of consistent NMNL models.
Specifically, we have:
Theorem 1. In two-level NMNL models, thefollowing are necessaryconditionsfor consistency
with stochastic utility maximization:
Qk-'^k' k = l,...,K. (8)
VkeG,^{h\l(h)^3} (9)
and
wherex^
Theproofof Theorem 1 follows by simple, though tedious, differentiation of equation (2) and is
provided inAppendixA. Equations (8), (9),and(10) correspond to restrictions implied byC.3
for the first, second, andthird mixed partial derivatives ofP,,with equation (8)correcting the
signerror in Borsch-Supan's (1990) Theorem 2, equation (25).
The results ofTheorem 1place implicit restrictions on the dissimilarity coefficients, 0^.
The restrictions corresponding to equation (8) and (9) are made explicit inthe following
corollary:^
Corollary 1. In two-levelNMNL models, consistency with stochastic utility maximizationplaces
thefollowing necessary restrictions ondissimilarity coefficients:
8 «While the explicit restriction on 0^ implied by equation (10) can be derived, itis lengthy and not
presented here. Theleft-hand side ofequation (10) hasthree roots, only one ofwhich is real.
(II)
and
0*^ . VeG, ={hI(h)>^]
3ri-ej+Vri+7ejn-2j 3 i <^ /
(12)
Ptoo/ Corollary 1follows from Theorem 1by explicitly solving for the 0/s inequations (8)
and (9). Q.E.D.
There are several things to note about theresults ofTheorem 1andits corollary. First,
the restrictions imposed on 0^ by consistency condition C.3 are expressed in termsof with
no cross-group terms involved. As seen below, thismakes it straightforward to solve for and
checkthe consistency conditions. Second, for groups with three ormorealternatives, the
inequality condition in equation (12) will always be more restrictive than thatin equation (11),
smce
• 03)3('i-a;+V('i+7a;ri-ej i-a '
Similarly, the third order partial derivative restrictions implied byequation (10) dominate the
second orderpartial restrictions in equation (12) for groups withfouror more alternatives.
The conditions in Theorem 1, together with those identified in C.l and C.2, provide a
complete set ofthe necessary and sufficient conditions for consistency with stochastic utility
maximization when there arefour orfewer alternatives per nest. While Theorem 1does not
provide a complete enumeration ofthe conditions required for local consistency in models with
more than four alternatives per choice set, itdoes contain aset ofreadily verified necessary
conditions for the NMNL that can either be tested ex post or imposed in the estimation process.
The restrictions in Theorem 1 can also be used to examine the extent to which Biirsch-
Supan's approach is likely to expand the setofNMNL models thatare consistent withutility
theory. Table1, using the results ofTheorem 1andCorollary 1, liststhe admissible upper
bounds for 0 ^. For example, for a group selectedroughly half of the time by consumers (i.e.,
= .5), the first derivative restrictions in equation (11) restricts thecorresponding dissimilarity
coefficient to lie below 2.00. This suggests considerable flexibility in 0^'s range when compared
to the upper bound of 1.00 in the global DZM conditions. Unfortunately, the second and third
orderderivative conditions narrow these gains considerably, requiring 0^ to liebelow 1.28 once
the implicit restrictions in equation (10) are imposed. For groupswith lowermarginal choice
probabilities, the gains overDZM are even smaller. When reaches .25, for example, 0^ is
restricted to lie between zero and 1.05, an expansionofonly five percent in the acceptable
region.
Figure 1 illustrates these results. Theshaded region indicates the bounds place on 0^ for
a given Qk by the DZMconsistency conditions. Theupper limits on 0^^ implied byTheorem 1
and identified in Corollary 1 are illustrated as well. As note above, the first, second, and third
order conditions are progressively more restrictive, providing little additional range for 0;^ when
Qk lies below .5.
4. Conclusions
Borsch-Supan (1990) argued thatthe traditional DZM conditions forconsistency with
stochastic utility maximization were too stringent, requiring global conformity with utility
theory. Instead, he suggested that a local approximation perspective beadopted^ imposing
consistency only within the relevant range ofmarginal choice probabilities. In this paper, we
MathCad 5.0 Plus was used to solve for the roots ofequation (10) and to verify that the resulting real root
provided ^ upperboundon 0^.
have corrected and expanded the necessary conditions provided byBorsch-Supan's Theorem 2,
simplifyingthe processof testingor imposing these local restrictions. In addition, an
examination of theresulting conditions reveals that, while a local approximation perspective
does allow the dissimilarity coefficient to lie outside of the unit interval, the additional
maneuvering room thatit provides applied economists is small when several groups are included
in the NMNL model.
5. Appendix A: ProofofTheorem 1
Theproofof Theorem 1 follows directly fi-om differentiating equation (2).Equations (8),
(9), and (10) of the theorem correspond to applying condition C.3 for all first, second, and third
order partial derivatives ofP/. Let
R=Y,E(mf'. (A.1)
m=l
Then equation (2) can be rewritten as:
Using
P,(v) =exp(y,(A.2)
8..='i (A.3)
1 g(i) = g(j)
" |0 g(i)*g(j)
to indicate that twoalternatives are in thesame subgroup, we have
where
= P>
= P>PjAj
4-
g [^mzRp _p
^i/ fl %0-J O
'^j'^ ggj
^g(j)
-1
(A.4)
(A.5)
In order for the first partial derivatives ofPi to have the nonpositive sign required by
condition C.3, then^,y must be non-positive, yielding the condition in equation (8) ofTheorem 1.
In setting up the second derivative equations, it is useful to note that:
dv. Qe(i)'g(J)
Qg(J) R
c»
g(j) [g p —p n
^2 °Jk^k ^kyg(J)\
. ^g(J)
^g(J)
Jk ^g(J)
R'
The second derivatives follow from equations (A.4) and (A.6) as:
10
(A.6)
_ a
dVj^dVj dv^{p>PAi]
= PjA,
K^kJ
+ PAi
''dPj ^
\^kj
+ P,Pj
—PfFj-Fj^Af^Ajf^ + P/PjP/^AjjAji^ Pi^j^k g(J)
a
=m AyA/k + AyAjk +
=PiPjPk At;Alt, + AnAll. +
^g(J) ^g(j)
^ij'^ 8(J)
g(J)
^2 \Pg(J) ^Jk
. ^g(J)
^ij'^ g(j) ^u^Jk'^ gU)
^Jk Qg(J) (A.7)
Condition C.3 requires that these second derivatives be nonnegative. It is clear from a
quick perusal ofequation (14) that the second order conditions add nothing to the first order
conditions unless alternatives i, j, and k are in the same group. Since the first order conditions
require that ^ 0 Vi, j, the first two terms in the square brackets are nonnegative. The third
term isalways positive, leaving only the fourth term, which isnegative iff6^ =6 =1 (i.e., the
alternatives are all in the same group). Thus, the secondorder conditionsadd the following
constraint for groups with three or more alternatives:
AjAi +AAk +
5„t 5 .-.6 .Tirg(j) ^irjk''g(j)
^0
Qg(j) Qgo)
^ij-^ikQg(J) -^iJ-^jkQgfj) g(J)Qg(j)
Rearranging equation (A.9) yields equation (9) from Theorem 1.
Finally, let:
11
(A.8)
(A.9)
®ijk - AjjAj,, +AyAjk +
Qg(j)
Using equation (A.7), we then have:
dd^R
dvidv^dvj dvi
{P,PjPAj,)
/ \
dP:
avj
QS(j)
ijk
'dPj^
+ PiPj^ijk
^dP^
y
- PjPjP^P,Bjjf^Aii + P^PjPf^PjBjj^Aj, + PiPjP^PjBiji^Au + PfPjP/^P/
= P^PjPkPi Byk {Ai + +^kl) +Pi '
f dB::y*
dvI )
(A.10)
av,
(A.11)
Condition C.3 for consistency with stochastic utility maximization requires that the third
mixed partial derivatives be nonpositive, so that:
Bij^[Aff +Aj,-¥ A^] +P, ^ ^0 (A.12)
The first thing to note about equation (A.12) is that the third derivative adds additional
constraints only if allfour alternatives are inthe same group (i.e., 5^ =5j,j = =1). The
argument isas follows. Since the second order conditions require that Bjjjj >0 and the first order
conditions require thatAjj <0 Vi,j, the first term onthe LHS of equation (A.12) is nonpositive.
Since Bij^ is a function ofQg(j) and xj only, then / 5vi =0 unless 5jj =Sj^ = =1and
condition (A.12) will always hold as long as the first and second derivative conditions hold.
Turning tothe remaining case, we begin by noting that, for Sy = =1:
12
^ ~~ (f so/'^ g(o Qgo)) Qg(i}) (A.13)
yg(i)
Condition (A. 12) becomes:
(4/ + +'^ kl)Ql(i) +({4tg(ij(t gfij -s(i)^Z(i) ~^)}(^~Qs(i))) -® (A.14)
Expanding the left-hand side of equation (A.14)and collecting terms yields equation
(10) ofTheorem 1. Q.E.D.
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Table 1
Upper Limits on 0^
Derivative Restrictions
& First Second Third
0 1.00 1.00 1.00
.05 1.05 1.00 1.00
.10 1.11 1.02 1.00
.15 1.18 1.03 1.01
.20 1.25 1.06 1.03
.25 1.33 1.09 1.05
.30 1.43 1.12 1.08
.35 1.54 1.16 1.11
.40 1.67 1.21 1.16
.45 1.82 1.27 1.21
.50 2.00 1.33 1.28
.55 2.22 1.41 1.36
.60 2.50 1.52 1.46
.65 2.86 1.64 1.58
.70 3.33 1.79 1.73
.75 4.00 2.00 1.92
.80 5.00 2.29 2.19
.85 6.67 2.72 2.56
.90 10.00 3.47 3.16
.95 20.00 5.21 4.39
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